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The publication of Edmund Burke's (1729-1797) A Philosophical 
Inquiry into the Sublime and Beaut((ul in 1757 and again with further cru-
cial amendments in 1759 signals a critical shift in aesthetic theory in a 
multiplicity of ways.' Burke's book does not actually constitute the inaugu-
ral moment of the long debated eighteenth century aesthetic theory of the 
Sublime. Even worse, his version of the Sublime, under the scrutiny of 
contemporary research, is progressively emerging that it can not be indis-
putably established as the most philosophically profound approach to the 
issue. 2 However, Burke is still recognised as the first major theorist of the 
Sublime. His account of it, in its display of such a high degree of precision 
and originality of explication, proved lo be one of Ihe Sublime's mosl his-
torically resilient and influenlial moments. Consequently, Burke's Sublime 
features as the epi tome of this aesthetic theory not in the sense of an arche-
type but rather insofar as it happily benefited from the basic conceptual 
structures, so articulately la id down well before his arriva1. 3 Expectedly, the 
multiple cognitive and discursive conlributions of Burke were quickly ac-
knowledged and acclaimed by his contemporaries across Europe.4 A quick 
look through the enthusiastic reception of the book's first edition (1757) in 
I For the history ofthe treatise's two publications, the much earlicr writing ofthe picce as wcll as 
the critical additions and changes it underwent in ils sccond cdilion, scc T. O Loughlin and 
James T. BOULTON (eds), rhe Wl'iti/lgs a/ld Speeches oIEdlllu/ld BlIl'ke, vol. 1, Oxford, 1997, 
pp. 185-6. 
2 AshfieldlDe Bolla, p. 12. 
3 Ashfield/De Bolla, p. 12. 
4 For a handy list of lhe eminent philosophers and wrilers for whom Burke's book proved of 
repercussive impact, see Loughlin/Boulton, p. 187-8 and Edlllund Burke, A Philosophical 111-
quily i/lto Ihe Origi/l of our Ideas o( the Sublime a/ld Beauti/id, Edited by James T. Boulton, 
London, 1958, pp. xl-xlviii. 
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the English press certainly offers a more popular counterweight to the se-
lect entourage of his philosophical devotees. 5 
In a similar but wider sen se, the tradition of the Sublime as a whole is 
in itself systematically treated by modern scholarship as the principal event in 
the entire history of aesthetics as we understand it today.6 To the extent that, 
according to Lyotard, the Sublime discourse paradigmaticaJly marks the 
beginning of the experience of modernity, its high historical signifícance is 
further enhanced.7 This historically paradigmatic and conceptually complex 
nature of the Sublime is partly attributable to the fact that, just like aesthetics 
as a whole, it did not emerge as a discourse specifícaJly located on art. On the 
contrary, Ihe Sublime is coextensive with Ihe empirical and natl!ralist aspira-
tions of the Enlightenment.8 From the beginning it was interwoven with the 
project of exploring the nature and the mechanisms of human experience as a 
whole -morality and ethics most prevalently among them.9 Formulated as it 
was within this highly sensitive disciplinary and political context, the Sub-
lime exhibits a marked conceptual thickness and discursive complexity. Peter 
De Bolla and Andrew Ashfíeld were Ihe fírst to assign the Sublime with this 
noticeable discursive density.IO Quite expectedly, the project of disentangling 
5 Burkc's work received a comparativcly widespread and ovcrall positive press coverage. 1 will 
furlhcr down rcfcr lO two 01' lhcse rcviews. For lhe cnlire list 01' the reviews and a full analysis of 
lhcir basic points 01' criticism along with lhe changes lhat they induced in the second edition, see 
H. A. Wichclns, 'Burke's Essay on thc Sublimc and ils Revicwers', Jouma/ al English and 
GermC/nic P/¡ilo/u¡;)'. xxi (1922), pp. 645-61. 
1, Andrew ASHFIELD and Petcr dc BOLLA (cds), T/¡e Sublime: A Reader in Eighleenlh-cenl/lly 
Aesl/¡elic T/¡eOlY, Cambridgc, 1996, pp. 1-2. 
7 Lyotard dcalt with thc historical signiticancc of thc Sublime, with the contemporary relevance 
01' the Sublimc for avant gardc and its pcrvcrsc rclationship to 'hypercapitalism' in two artieles 
during lhc 1980's. See Jcan-Francois Lyolard, 'Thc Sublime and the Avant-Garde', Ar!lorum, 22 
(1984), pp. 36-43 and 'Prescnling lhe Unrepresentablc', Ar!lorum, 20 (1982), pp. 64-69. Lyotard 
viewed thc Sublime as lhe name in which modernity triumphcd, 'thc single artistic sensibility to 
characlerise Ihe Modern' (Lyolard, 'Sublimc', pp. 37 and 38). The Sublime 'outlincd a world of 
possibilitics for artislic cxpression', Ihat is, 'a set 01' irrcversible dcvialions in the directional 
coursc 01' arl' clTecling 'all Ihe valcnces 01' Ihe arlistic condilion' (Lyotard, 'Sublime', p. 40). 
Most characteristically, il, tirslly, tt¡cililated a shift from Ihe rationalist analysis of the internal 
laws 01' an isolated arlwork lO Ihe priorilisalion of Ihe laws of sensibility attendant upon the 
viewer and Ihc objccls 01' lhc viewing cxperience (Lyotard, 'Sublime', pp. 38-39 and 40-41). 
Secondly, 01' all Ihc possiblc alTecls Ihe Sublimc, carefully privileged the subversive experiences 
01' indelerminacy, 01' dismantling consciousness, of suspending understanding. It finally enforccd 
the painful gralilicalion attcndant upon thc specitic elTort to 'make the perceptible reprcsent the 
inem¡ble', lO allude lO 'Ihc invisible wilhin the visual', to deal with Ihe unreprcsentable (Lyolard, 
'Unreprcsentable', pp. 67-68). 
H The Sublime should be approached as onc strain among thosc inlcrwovcn naturalistic discour-
ses aiming al conslrucling a satisfactory phcnomcnology of human existence fl'om within its own 
linite boundarics, Ihat is, away fromlhc thcological beyond. See Ashfield/De Bolla, p. 6. 
" For a crilical discntangling 01' Ihe grouping 01' morality, ethics and aeslhctics in the Sublime, see 
Tcrry Eaglclon, 7/¡e Ideo/ay ~f't/¡e Aest/¡etic, Oxford, 1990, pp. 31-69. 
ltl ASHFIELD/DE BOLLA, p. 4. 
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its constituent discourses and re-mapping its conceptual ramifications was 
immediately understood as the key to grasping the profundity of its social, 
ideological and epistemological involvement. More critically, the Sublime's 
discursive density is the result of its own integral excessive function as a 
discourse, which 'has, effectively, no boundary'.ll The Sublime is a dis-
course distinctively characterised by its natural propensity to produce excess 
both within its own realm, as well as by flooding off its own banks and enter-
ing into neighbouring discourses. 12 
In a rather generic sense, the pattem of the Sublime's interaction with 
affiliated discourses acquires an added epistemological and critical value as a 
privileged test case for the study and understanding of discursive dissemina-
tion. Ashfield/De Bolla in dubbing the Sublime as a transformational dis-
course, they inscribed into it a crucial double discursive function. First, they 
spotted Sublime's property to attract and untidily integrate a plethora of adja-
cent discourses to it from oratory to ethics and politics. 13 Secondly, they 
located its ability to fracture itself and disseminate into a multiplicity of 
neighbouring discourses from social theory to trade and commerce. 14 Most 
importantly, they did not just define this crucial discursive behaviour in terms 
of a simple two-way flow of exchanges. More critically: the Sublime 'in 
order to function effectively as technology of knowledge production it must 
become transformational' that is, it 'infiltrates ... neighbouring forms and 
transforms both itself and its host discourse' .15 The Sublime is most of all a 
catalyst to itself, which it reinvents at the same time that it restructures the 
neighbouring discursive forms from which it 'borrows'. Hence the fonnative 
role that the Sublime played in facilitating the emergen ce of political, socio-
logical, economical and psychological thought out of their traditional con-
figurations of morality, ethics, trade/commerce or pneumatology.16 Hence its 
own diversity of forms throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In 
this manner, this paper finds its general conceptual basis in Ashfield/De 
Bolla's wish that the 'transformations' and 'fragmentation ofthe discourse on 
the sublime might be charted ... more extensively',17 so that the mechanisms 
of discursive rearrangement to which it obeyed might thus be more effec-
tively decoded. 
11 Peter de BOLLA, The Discourse of the Sublime: Readings in HistOly, Aesthetics and Ihe 
Subject,Oxford, 1989, p. 12. 
12 In this manner, the Sublime folds back upon its analytic narrative the very experience of 
transgression and excess tha! it undertakes to describe. lt transforms itself both into a transgres-
sive experience and an agent oftransgression. De Bolla, pp. 12-13. 
13 ASHFIELD/DE BOLLA, p. 6. 
14 ASHFIELD/DE BOLLA, pp. 6-7. 
15 ASHFIELD/DE BOLLA, p. 6. 
16 ASHFIELD/DE BOLLA, p. 7. 
17 ASHFIELDIDE BOLLA, p. 16. 
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In this transformational discursive dynamics related to the Sublime, 
one of the most critical aspects that has been so far neglected is the scientific 
affiliations of its epi tome, the Btirkean version. More specifically, the project 
that I am here undertaking to elucidate is the mapping of the discursive inter-
actions between medicine in particular and the Sublime. The political signifi-
cance of this meeting can hardly be overestimated. Even independent of each 
other, their analytical approaches on the physicality of the human body as-
signed to them a highly sensitive political role in the historical evolution of 
bourgeoisie. 
In the first place, the emerging realm of aesthetics proved of definitive 
political importance insofar as it found in the body the conceptual centre for 
its formation. As Terry Eagleton put it, 'aesthetics was born in the mid-
eighteenth century as a discourse of the body' .18 Insofar as the body posed as 
the ideal site for the naturalisation of the social structures of power, this po-
litical order appropriated aesthetics as an effective means to 'somehow take 
root in the sensuous immediacies of empiricallife' .19 Especially so for Burke: 
the empirical task to prove the absolute, unmediated and universal depend-
ence of aesthetic feelings on physical mechanisms was tantamount to provid-
ing a final closure on the issue of the production of moral feelings, that is on 
the issue of ethical and political order?O On the other hand, medicine played a 
crucial role in summing up both the philosophical shift attendant upon mod-
ernity and the political imperatives of the middle class. For the latter, natural-
ising political order means making it coextensive with the body's physiology 
and anatomy. This middle class ideal of identifying political order with the 
body was best exemplified in the development of modern medicine, anthro-
pology and affiliated discourses. Michel Foucault extensively analysed this 
bio-political nature of bourgeois power and the type of controlling knowledge 
it produced. According to this unprecedented paradigm that marks 'the 
threshold of modernity', 'for the first time in history, no doubt, biological 
existence was reflected in political existence' .21 Especially from the eight-
eenth century onwards, for the middle class, 'the Iife of the species is wa-
18 Tcrry EAGLETON, 'Aesthetics and Politics in Edmund Burke', HislOly WOl'kshop Jouma/, 
28 (1989), p. 52. 
19 EAGLETON, Ide%gy, p. 32. Eagleton similarly reiterated: 'the aesthetic is in this sen se no 
more than a na me for the political unconscious: it is simply the way social harmony registers 
itself on our senses, imprints itsclf on our sensibilities' (37). And again: 'Legal, political and 
economic transformations must therefore be translated inlo new fom1s of unthinking social 
practice ... Structures of power must beco me slructures of feeling;' and the aesthelic is a vital 
mediation in this shift (42). 
20 The Sublime was of central conceptual significance for Burke's edifice ofpolitical and ontolo-
gical philosophy. His later success as a statesman and his status as a definitive political thinker 
and writer both underline the political significance of his early aesthetic preoccupations. 
21 Michel FOUCAUL T, The Hislory 01 Sexuality, vol. 1, transo Robert Hurley, London, 1979, p. 
142. 
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gered on its own political strategies;.22 The body thus becomes the primordial 
form of bourgeois class consciousness and political identification. In this 
vein, the alliance of medicine and aesthetics in the Burkean Sublime, such as 
the one 1 will soon try to establish, complicates and redoubles the political 
significance of each in the sphere of their independent existence. A definitive 
treatise on aesthetics with a special and extensive relationship to medical 
rhetoric written by a prominent politician, such as the Burkean Sublime, 
reassumes a paradigmatic value. 
In view of these facts, the disregard for this constellation of discursive 
elements in the Burkean Sublime needs to be addressed and cautiously re-
solved. All the more so to the extent that Burke himself -as well as his con-
temporary. critics- repeatedly underlined their importance. The critical 
character of Burke's scientific tools is firstly detected in their pervasiveness 
as recurrent themes throughout the book.23 Secondly, it determined the very 
structural division and arrangement of the book's sections, which overall 
reflect the paramount conceptual pivots of Burke's system. 24 They are all 
epitomised in the programmatic reassurances deployed in the prefaces of the 
first two editions. It is here that the persistent effort to intertwine taste, ex-
perience and scientific discourse acquires a general philosophical and 
ontological importance that supersedes the specific validity of the particular 
scientific models that Burke activated. In the end, it is the 'spirit' of scientific 
inquiry, not the specific truthfulness of its resulting propositions, that mat-
ters25 ; 
To conclude; whatever progress may be made towards the discovery of truth 
in this matter, 1 do not repent the pains 1 have taken in it. The use of such 
inquiries may be very considerable. Whatever turns the soul inward on 
itself, tends to concenter its forces, and to fit it for greater and stronger 
flights of science. By looking into physical causes our minds are opened and 
22 And quite infomJatively the excerpt continues: 'For millenia, man remained what he was for 
Aristotle: a living animal with the additional capacity for a political existence; modem man is an 
animal whose politics place s his existence as a living being in question'. FOUCAULT, HistOly, 
p.143. 
23 A typical example of this repetitive rhetoric is found in the following assertion: 'And I shall 
here once for all observe, that any investigation of the natural and mechanical causes of our 
passions, besides the curiosity of the subject, gives, if they are discovered, a double strength and 
lustre to any mIes we deliver on such matlers'. Edmund BURKE, A PhilosophicalInquiry into 
the Origin oIour Ideas oI the Sublime and Beautiful and other Pre-Revolutio/lary Writings, 
Edited by David WOMERSLE, London, 1998, p. 168. In the same tone, the epistemological and 
philosophical value ofthis investigation is expanded upon in Burke, pp. 98-9. 
24 The entire fourlh parl of the inquiry is wholly devoted to the physical iconography, the medi-
cal mechanics of the operation of aesthetic affections and the efficient causes of the Sublime. 
25 The preface lo Ihe firsl edilion and extensive sections of the second are brimful of general 
arguments in favour of the fundamental benefits of scientific inquiry. See BURKE, pp. 51 and 
53-56 respectively. 
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enlarged; and in this pursuit whether we take or whether we lose our game, 
the chace is certainly of service26 
This philosophical sensitivity accorded to the scientific and physio-
logical interests of Burke's inquiry runs surprisingly counter to the fact that 
our generally sophisticated historical analysis seemed for long rather imper-
vious to it. Even more unexpectedly for us, this feeling was not an isolated 
case but convincingly shared by the contemporary reviewers of Burke's 
book. To be sure, the physiological affiliations of the book were hailed as the 
. main contribution of Burke's book. They were focused upon in a way sym-
metrical to their importance27 and hotly debated in an attempt to modemise 
their inadequacies. Indeed, Wichelns, as early as 1922, noticed that Burke's 
'materialism' was not a complaint at all among the objections that the re-
viewers of Burke's work recorded.28 On the contrary, they naturally dwelled 
on and debated other possible ways -equally extensive but less intlexible-
in which the medical concepts and physiological mechanisms of Burke could 
be efficiently improved.29 Actually, while Burke's reviewers were destabilis-
ing the dualist rigidity ofhis polarities30, they were, at the same time, display-
ing a stronger adherence to the explanatory power of medicine regarding 
aesthetics.3 \ 
26 BURKE, p. 55. As a measure of the redoubled intellectual centrality of the interaction of 
science and aesthetics 1 quote Burke's assertion that his very decision 'to investigate the springs 
and trace the courses of our passions' contributes, firstly, to the rehabilitation of Ihe 'humbler 
field of the imagination' and, secondly, to the 'communicat[ing) to the taste a sort of philosophi-
cal solidity'. Lastly, this labour has a reverse value: it 'may even reflect back on the severer 
sciences some of Ihe graces and elegancies of taste', thus dispelling the possibility that they 
appear as 'somelhing illiberal'. See Burke, pp. 55-6. 
27 London Chronicle, 7-9 July 1757, p. 26-27. 
28 WICHELNS, p. 655. 
29 WILCHENS, pp. 654-5 and 658-9. For a first-hand example, see Monthly Review, May 1757, 
pp. 474-5 and 479-80. 
JO The problem of Burke's reviewers was the polar austerity, this inflexible dualism that 
McLoughlin/Boulton traced as a fundamental strain in Burke's thought as a whole. For this 
duality, see McLoughlin/Boulton, pp. 17-20 and 185. As Potts among others noticed, it is re-
flected in Burke's central attempt to indelibly imprint onto aesthetic thought a variety of severe 
antitheses such as Beauty/Sublime, PleasurelPain, Female/Male. See Alex POTTS, Flesh alld Ihe 
Ideal (Yale, 1994), pp. 113-117. Analogously, Burke emphasised the physiological antithesis of 
relaxation/contraction as the ultimate footing of pleasure and pain respectively. Burke's review-
ers defied this inflexible physiological symmetry that Burke expressed in the antithesis of con-
traction-pain-Sublime versus relaxation-pleasure-Beauly. See WICHELNS, pp. 648-51. 
JI Thus Burke's critics actually argued for a broader applicability of pain -and pleasure corres-
pondingly- into what Burke restricted to the Beautiful and correspondingly of pleasure within 
the regions tension; that is, they argued for a wider and more complex bearing of Burke's histo-
rical 'materialism'. 
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The Burkean sublime as a physiological operation: the healthy 
gymnastics of pain and excess 
Burke's investigation ofthe Sublime was three-fold. First, he explored 
the general character and the distinctive peculiarity of the Sublime experience 
and antithetically the Beautiful one; that is, their distinctive affect as it is 'felt 
in our own bosoms,.32 Secondly, he investigated the external causes ofthese 
affections, that is the natural formal properties internal to the objects that 
excite the Sublime and the Beautiful mental affects. Thirdly, Burke traced the 
'efficient causes' ofthe Sublime and Beautiful, a project that lend his inquiry 
a distinctive originality and constitutes the focus of my analysis. As a con-
temporary reviewer put it, this section deals with the elucidation of 'the phy-
sical cause of that connection that is found between certain qualities in bodies 
and certain emotions of the human mind' .33 This set of necessary, inevitable 
and universal causes are necessarily sought and found inscribed in the lowest, 
deepest, and finest depths of the human body. They bridge the affronting 
conceptual gap between the distant externality ofthe world of objects and the 
vague, inner and continuously receding spectrum of mental ideas and sensa-
tions. Finally, they are inevitably attached to a set of central physical con-
cepts and a particular medical iconography of physiological functions and 
pathological aetiologies. 
As to the first line ofBurke's inquiry, his Sublime is characterised by 
a feeling of Astonishement that suspends all the motions of the sou1. The 
Sublime fills the mind with its object, robs it of all its powers of acting, 
'anticipates all our reasonings, and hurries us on by an irresistible force' .34 
According to the second field of investigation, this suspension is caused by 
objects whose extremity of intluence depends upon their Power, which is the 
'capital source of the sublime,.35 Their power depends upon a series of 
external privations (lack of light, lack of formal definition, lack of clarity) or, 
less frequently, upon overwhelming excesses (e.g. of size, height or even 
light again).36 Then, laying the foundations for the physiological inquiry that 
was to culminate his theory of the Sublime, Burke begun to explore the 
notion of pain, pivotal to the nature of the Sublime. Accordingly, he noticed 
that all Sublime objects share a common psychological characteristic: they 
32 The London Chronicle, 9-11 June 1757, p. 556. 
33 London Chronicle, 7-9 July 1757, p. 26. 
34 BURKE, p. 101. 
35 BURKE, p. 113. Burke had already appropriately enough enforced this statement by writing 
that he 'know[s) of nothing sublime which is not sorne modification of power'. See BURKE, p. 
107. 
36 According to the Burkean mechanics, a privation in the world of objects produces an overw-
helming excess in the viewer, that is, a sensation of exceptional power. For a full analysis of the 
properties ofthe Sublime objects, see BURKE, pp. 101-127. For the centrality ofthe notion of 
privation in the Sublime objects, see L YOTARD, 'Sublime', p. 40. 
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appeal and excite immediate or indirect associations related to the passions 
that concern the self-preservation of the individual.37 They thus do not 
exasperate the relaxing ideas of life and health but the stronger ones that 
challenge them and relate to self-preservation. Namely, in the right order of 
intensity, simple pain, sickness and death.38 lndeed, the archetypal concept in 
this sequence is pain, whose position as a 'ruling principIe' in the theory of 
the Sublime is illuminated from the very beginning ofthe book. As a result: 
Whatever is fitted to excite the ideas of pain, and danger ... is a source of the 
sublime; that is productive of the strongest emotion which the mind is capable 
of feeling. 1 say the strongest emotion because 1 am satisfied the ideas of pain 
are much more powerful than those which enter on the part of pleasure. 
Without all doubt, the torments which we may be made to suffer, are much 
greater in their effect on the body and mind, than any pleasures which the 
most learned voluptuary could suggest, or than the liveliest imagination, and 
the most sound and exquisitely sensible body could enjoy9 
In this vein, the Sublime, thanks to its specific appropriation of pain, 
was at once defined, and placed at the very summit of the scale of passions. 
For Burke, though, taking up the concept of pain as a keystone for his theory 
firstly meant a series of theoretical clarifications and subtle distinctions con-
cerning the meaning of the termo Secondly, it enforced the utilisation of pain 
within a solid medical context with a specifically scientific rhetoric that illu-
minates its physiological function. Finally, the mobilisation of the dangerous 
concept of pain had to be reconciled with sorne possible positive rewards. 
At a primary level, therefore, pain had to be dissociated from pleasure. 
Burke persistently emphasised the theoretical expediency of the cognitive 
severance of the two feelings. Their conceptual linkage in John Locke's 
(1632-1704) theory of the intellect in his Essay Concerning Human Under-
standing (1689) encouraged an inappropriate degree of confusion that Burke 
saw as his mission to dispel and rectify. Indeed, Locke's model of continuous 
identity between pain and pleasure viewed the diminution of pain as the 
emergen ce of pleasure, and the removal of pleasure as the setting in of pain.40 
On the contrary, Burke insisted that pain and pleasure were independent and 
irreducible states -what he called 'simple ideas, incapable of definition,.41 
Burke thus promoted a model of uncompromising discontinuity between pain 
and pleasure. Nevertheless, he retained and transferred the Lockean paradigm 
37 BURKE, pp. 85-88. 
38 BURKE, p. 86 and pp. 107-8. 
39 BURKE, p. 86. 
40 Lockc's 'Essay on Human Understanding' is the explicit target of Burke's critique to the 
extent that it proffered that 'the removal or lessening of a pain is considered and opera tes as a 
pleasure' and vice versa. BURKE, p. 81, footnote. 
41 BURKE, pp. 80-81. 
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straight into the mechanics of pain, thus opening up a useful space within 
physical pain. It was in this semantic rift within the body of pain that Burke 
skilfully interjected this special type of pain, which he considered as par 
excellence generative of the Sublime. Therefore, the gradual de-escalation of 
physical pain far from producing Locke's pleasure, it still does have a very 
powerful emotional effect. It is directly productive of the Delight attendant 
upon the Sublime experience, which is thus caused by 'a sort of Privation' 
and 'accompanies the removal of pain and danger' .42 Indeed, Sublime De-
light depends upon a strange kind of pain significantly distinct from the sim-
plicity of physical pain but relative to the removal of the latter, to its 
re lega ti o n into the status of nothing more than a dense shadow of a pain. The 
Sublime Pain, Delight, is thus a pain in retreat, or one that has never quite 
arrived yet.43 That is, it works at a certain distance enough to impose with 
sufficient saliency the Idea of pain. But it should never press too nearly, ne-
ver affirm itself without departing; or else it is transformed into the simple; 
all too natural and aesthetically ineffectual kind of physical pain.44 . As Lyo-
tard observed, the Sublime is a privation in the second degree: a distanced 
pain in itself predominantly the result of another, original, privation in the 
properties of the very Sublime objects.45 
In this framework, it is all too logical to assume that Burke mobilised 
all these safety val ves in order to control the fundamentally unsettling con-
tingencies inherent in the unregulated operation of pain. However, this was 
only the first step necessary for the overall positive justification of the Sub-
lime effect. Expectedly, the effective negotiation of the dangerous nature of 
the Sublime did not just encourage this type of obviously suppressive regula-
tion. More critically, it involved the transforrnation of the system into a pro-
ductive mechanism of positive rewards. This is exactly where the medical 
model of Burke, the third conceptual thread of his treatise, comes in with a 
42 BURKE, p. 83-4. 
43 For example, it was essential for the ear-drum to be 'worked up to such a pitch as to be capa-
ble of the sublime; lit must] broughtjllst to the verge ofpain'. BURKE, p. 169. Similarly for the 
eye: 'the whole capacity of the eye, vibrating in all its parts must approach near to the nature of 
what causes pain, and con sequen ti y must produce an idea ofthe sublime' (my italics) (166). 
44 In an explicit way, Burke distinguished the aesthetic sterility of physical pain from the psycho-
logical profusion of the Idea of Pain. lt was a matter of distance and quality of effect: 'when 
danger or pain press too near/y, they are incapable of giving any delight, and are simp/y terrible; 
but at certain distances and with certain modifications, they may be, and they are delightful. .. ' 
(my italics). Or again: 'The passions which be long to self-preservation, tum on pain and danger; 
they are simp/y painful when their causes immediately affect us; they are delightful when we 
have an idea of pain and danger, without being actllal/y in sllch circllmstances' (my italics). See 
BURKE, pp. 86 and 97 respectively. 
45 For the notion of privation in the Sublime objects, see page 8 and footnote 36. According to 
Lyotard, the Sublime delight is a rclief which 'still qualifies as privation, but it is privation in the 
second degree: the spirit is deprived ol' the threat [terror] of being deprived of light [obscurity], 
language [emptiness], life [death, sickness]'. See LYOTARD, 'Sublime', p. 40. 
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vivid consistency. Towards the end of the treatise, the project of confronting 
the notion of Sublime pain at the promising level of physiological specifici-
ti es was deployed with a view to overturning the looming suspicions that pain 
had initially aUracted. That is, according to this plan, the Sublime Delight, far 
from being a matter of morbid and anomalous caprice, had to be massaged to 
figure as authentically conducive to the real health ofthe individual. 
The physiological nature ofBurke's theory was founded on the common-
place principie of continuity between mind and body, specially favoured within 
certain sectors of empirical science of the Enlightenment.46 Nevertheless, with a 
significant difference: his predecessors deployed a vague empiricist epistemology 
and sensationalist psychology relying upon general associations between impres-
sions and ideas. Noticeably, Burke faced the connection straight into the physical 
level, on which he tried to represent the physiological equivalents of pain and 
pleasure; he thus produced an aesthetic psychophysiology. Overall, pain con-
sisted in an unnatural tension of the nerves; pleasure in their languid and melting 
relaxation. Moreover, physical pain produces a taxing tension and similes the 
idea of pain in everything but degree and direction. Based on the continuity of 
body and mind, Burke proceeded to declare that the idea of pain -and those 
related to it such as fear, terror, astonishment, reverence or respect- aillicts the 
same structures and invites the same functions as physical pain. With a clear 
difference though in the degree of contraction, and the direction of the action.47 
The common physiological structure of physical pain and fear for example thus 
consists 'in producing a tension, contraction, or violent emotion ofthe nerves,.48 
Likewise, the 'fine nerves and muscles destined to the motion of [any part of the 
eye] must be very much strained and their sensibility must make them highly 
affected by this straining'. It should actually reach the state of a 'full tension that 
is allied to strong pain' in order 'to produce an idea ofthe sublime'.49 This is also 
evident in the special operation of each sen se organ50, although Burke placed a 
paradigmatic but disproportionate emphasis on the functions ofthe eye. 51 
46 Burke began his exploration into this continuity in a simplistically cmpirical way by making 
use of Ihe popular story of the celebrated Renaissance physician and physiognomist Tommaso 
Campanella (1568-1639); see BURKE, pp. 162-3. He declared the continuity very explicitly 
(161-3) and then described its mechanical physiological operation (163ft). 
47 Burke was straightforward: the only diffcrence between a physical pain and psychological 
terror is that ' ... things that cause terror generally affect the bodily organs by the operation of the 
mind suggesting the danger', whereas 'pain operates on the mind by the intervention of the 
body;' BURKE, p. 162. 
48 For Burke 'Tension' was a general and all-inclusive tcrrn defying the refinemenls of contem-
porary mechanical physiology, that is 'no more than a violent pulling of the fibres, which com-
pose any muscle or membrane, in whatcver way this is done'. Burke, p. 162. 
49 Burke, pp. 166-8. 
50 For similar rhetorical patterns of physiological operation regarding Ihe ear, see footnote 43. 
51 Burke openly declared that 'in this discourse we chicfly attach ourselves lo the sublime, as it 
affects the eye'. He explicitly pronounced the conclusions gennane to Ihe sense of vision as of 
exemplary value for the rest ofthe sense organs. See Burke, p. 170. 
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Upon this safe basis, on this particular physiological representation of 
pain Burke unravelled the seconct phase of his plan, that is to find and define 
a physiological expediency for it. Naturally, Burke proclaimed the Sublime 
experience as an exceptionally positive exercise for the finer organs of the 
human intellect. The paUern was based on the notion of Labour. Burke, mak-
ing implicit use of traditional theological and ethical discourses on the posi-
tivity of labour, extolled the physically invigorating properties of the laUer's 
functioning. He thus pronounced labour at the same time 'a mode of pain,52 
and a beneficial pursuit 'requisite to preserve the coarser organs in a state fit 
for their functions,.53 He then proceeded to elevate the Sublime pain into the 
status of an equally healthy physical activity. Pain was a type similar to bene-
ficial labour only reserved for a different kind of beneficiary. As common 
labour is 'the exercise of the grosser', the Sublime was represented as 'the 
exercise of the finer parts of the system'; that is of the 'finer corporeal in-
struments' which are made use of by the operation of understanding.54 The 
Sublime was not only the spiritual reserve, the idiomatic labour of the noble 
classes as Eagleton thought55, but it also divided the human body itself and 
demarcated its finer physiological structures. Indeed just as Labour was di-
vided into a noble and a common type thus reflecting the prevalent social 
splits within the body poli tic, so it was now tailored to draw out of the bio-
logical body a symmetrical kind of disagreement, isomorphically reflecting 
the political one. The political and the biological were thus made continuous 
and mutually reflective. There follow a series of visual images and meta-
phorical associations that bring to the surface the basically mechanical bio-
logicallaws that underpin this isomorphism: 
[Labour 1 is ... an exertion of the contracting power of the muscles; and as 
such resembles pain, which consists in tension or contraction, in every thing 
but degree .... Now as a due exercise is essential to the coarse muscular parts 
of the constitution, and that without this rousing they would become languid, 
and diseased, the very same rule holds with regard to those finer parts we have 
mentioned; to have them in proper order, they must be shaken and worked to a 
proper degree56 
By contrast, rest and inaction do not only disable the members from 
performing their functions; they also 'take away the vigorous tone of fibre, 
which is requisite for carrying on the natural and necessary secretions'. 57 
52 BURKE, p. 165. 
53 BURKE, p. 164. 
54 BURKE, p. 164. 
55 Terry EAGLETON rightly explores the overall political imperative underlying the implemen-
tation of the notion of labour in a discussion of aesthetics. See Eagleton, ldeology, pp. 56-7. 
56 Burke, pp. 164-65. 
57 BURKE, p. 164. 
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Similarly, quite indicatively of a relentless anti-c1assicist spirit, beauty is now 
the correlative of the negative qualities of enervation, dissolution and melting 
away.58 Beauty is a concomitant of the degenerative mechanism of pleasure: 
it 'acts by relaxing the solids of the whole system ... and a relaxation some-
what below the natural tone seems to me to the cause of all positive pleas-
ure' .59 Hence the nerves must always be 'sufficiently braced and 
strengthened' in order for them to avoid falling into the state of physical 
dissolution encouraged by beauty.6o 
So far the dissecting of the Burkean Sublime has dug out three main 
points. The three following conclusions, together with the questions they 
naturally give rise to, will subsequently serve as the main guidelines, my 
working hypotheses for a deeper investigation. Firstly, the terminology, the 
conceptual structures and the visual iconography employed for the graphic 
demonstration of Burke's theory, were all the result of the interface between 
aesthetics and contemporary science. Hence, the obvious question is: what 
was the historical form of this discursive interface? Secondly, the Sublime 
Delight was ruled by a carefully controlled theory of pain that was surpris-
ingly approached as a positive factor. On purely medical grounds, pain is 
posed as a fine aesthetic gymnastics preserving and enhancing individual 
health by securing the exercise of the nervous fibres. lnescapably one is in-
vited to ask: How did the value of pain in medicine tune in with its positive 
exploitation by aesthetics? Thirdly, the repackaging of the concepts of excess 
and pain as positive values disrupts the model of life economy related to the 
frugality of Neo-c1assicism. Therefore, is Burke's Sublime a sign or even a 
dynamic factor towards a wider cultural change? If so, what is the pattern of 
its discursive dissemination at the level both of social belief and scientific 
theory? 
The medical science of the sublime: sources and shifting 
discourses. From physics to medicine to aesthetics 
The first major question is relative to the epistemological nature of the 
Burkean Sublime, that is, to the specific historical derivation of its scientific 
rhetoric and the necessary modifications it underwent by the aesthetic context 
in which it was put. 
At a first glance it is rather sensible to relate the scientific dependen-
cies of Burke to the advances of physics from the seventeenth century on-
wards. lndeed, Burke himselfrepeatedly quotes Isaac Newton's (1642-1727) 
58 See for example BURKE, pp. 177-8. 
59 BURKE, p. 177. 
60 BURKE, p. 164. 
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Opticks (1704, 1 sted.) and his Mathematical PrincipIes 01 Natural Philosophy 
(1687) as reliable sources of his interpretative schemes and his working ex-
amples. However, this rather obvious aesthetic debt to physical science is 
complicated by the fact that the physical models that Burke emulated had 
already been extensively suffused into scientific discourse as a whole. Thus 
Burke's rhetoric can equally be traceable to those neighbouring discursive 
areas that had already imbibed the physical paradigm. Most explicit amongst 
them is medicine, which owing to the very sllbject of Burke's inquiry, 
namely the physiology ofthe human body, is automatically the most probable 
discursive area for the appropriation of useable already adapted patterns of 
representation. This can easily be verified by mapping the real network of 
Burke's practical debts as it emerges in the list of quotes throughout the book 
which evidently come from the wider medical world ofhis time.61 
However, even at the struchlral level of specific conceptual and rhe-
torical patterns, it is easy to validate the fact that the mechanical type of BlIr~ 
ke's physiological discourse had already had a long medical history in 
Europe. This fusion between medicine and physics has long been inscribed as 
a distinct chapter of the history of medicine. The most influential factor, in 
this process of conceptualising life as mechanism, was Descartes's medical 
philosophy of the animal-machine62 • It slowly pervaded mainstream Hippo-
cratic medicine in England, first hesitantly, during the 1640's and 50's, and, 
then, more definitively thus reaching its zenith round the first two decades of 
61 Burke's dues to the anatomical and surgical treatises of the illustrious William Cheselden 
(1688-1752) are openly noted in the text or they can be reliably inferred. See for example Burke 
(1994), p. 173. Similarly, Burke's intense interest in anatomy led him to the anatomical theatre 
of William Hunter where instruction was given through live dissections. See K. B. ROBERTS, 
'The Contexts of Anatomical Illustration' in The lngenious Machine of Natul'e: Four Centuries 
of Art and Anatomy, Ottawa, 1996, p. 85. The anatomical paradigm emerges time and again both 
in the opening treatise on taste and the main text on the Sublime. See BURKE (1994), pp. 71-2 
and 142-3. As far as optics is concerned, apart from reading Newton's optical writings (1719) 
and Cheselden's descriptions ofeye operations (1729), Burke was al so frequent in attending the 
lectures of another physician and surgeon, the notoriously bombas tic itinerant oculist John 
Taylor (1703-1772). This subject of many satires and pasquinades was further decorated by a 
lampooning poem written by Burke as early as 1745. This aversion to the style of Taylor did not 
avert Burke from going back to the oculist's lectures. See 'On Doctor Taylor' (1745) in 
MCLOUGHLfN/BOULTON (cds), pp. 26-7. For Taylor's cvcntfullife ofvanity and ambiguous 
success, see Dictionmy ofNational Biography, vol. 19, pp. 441-2. 
62 René Descartes's (1596-1650) Treatise on Man where animallife was approached as identical 
to mechanical structures such as c1ockwork mechanisms, though written in 1633, was only 
published in 1662-4. However, these ideas -though strictly qualified in the case of man by a 
whole theory of soul, problematic and contradictory indeed- were already processed in Descar-
tes's earlier treatises, from the 40's onwards. For more information and a critical approach to 
certain key concepts of Descartes mechanical physiology, see Georges CANGUILHEM, A Vital 
Rationalist: Selected Writings from Georges Canguilhem, Fran90is DELAPORTE (ed.), New 
York, 1994, pp. 227-236; for the conceptualisation of life as mechanism see CANGUILHEM, 
Rationalist, pp. 77-80. 
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the eighteenth century.63 As a whole, mechanical physiology proved to be 
'the major influence on the course of medical development in England,64 
until the publication of Burke's Sublime while the beginning of its decline 
coincides with the period immediately following it.65 
By adopting models of representation emanating from mechanical phi-
losophy, the real stake was the scientific and professional permutation of 
medicine. Firstly, physicians sought to translate the vagueness of the ancient 
Hippocratic and Galenic models of abstract humoral balance into specific 
mechanical and hydrostatic terms.66 Medicine thus sought to comprehend 
specific body functions primarily in terms of precise and predictable laws of 
physics.67 In tbis framework, muscular contraction, digestion, grandular se-
cretion and the circulation of fluids -predominant amongst tbem blood-
were systematised according to the multiple laws of weight, force, pressure 
and motion as applied to solids and fluids.68 Secondly, at a more professional 
leve!, physicians rightly saw the growing legitimacy that they could lend to 
their field of practice by appropriating the soaring prestige of tbe physical 
sciences.69 From William Harvey (1578-1657) and his hydraulic explanation 
of blood circulation with its own pumps, valves, pipes, vessels and tubes to 
Giovanni Borelli of Pisa (1608-1679), who focused on the solidism of mus-
cular contractions, the result was the same. Namely, to produce what some 
call an iatromechanics and others iatrophysics.70 Roy Porter explains: 
By 1700 ... advances in gros s anatomy -and after William Harvey, in 
physiology also- had created the dream of a scientific understanding of the 
body's structures and functions, drawing on and matching those of the new 
and highly prestigious mechanics and mathematics71 
63 Specifically for England the incubation pcriod of mechanical medicine -that is, the furtive 
pervasion of mcdicine by Deseartian mcchanics before the full-blown deployment of this trend 
during the pcriod between 1660's and 1720's has been described in Theodore M. Brown, 'Physi-
ology and the Mechanical Philosophy in Mid-Seventeenth century England', Bulletin ollhe 
HislOIy 01 Medicine, 51 (1977), pp. 25-54. 
64 T. M. BROWN, p. 26. 
65 The final dcmisc of mechanical medicine ca me round the end of the eightccnth century while 
the first crevices had already occurred from the 1750's with the re-emergence of thc vitalist 
school. For thc final historical demise of iatromechanics and the widcr conceptual shifis involved 
in it, see CANGUILHEM, Rationalist, pp. 79-80 and 234-6. 
66 Roy PORTER, The Cambridge Illustrated History o.lMedicine, Cambridge, 1996, p. 158. 
67 PORTER, HislOIy, p. 161. 
68 For a convincing and succinct presentation of the variable laws and the most popular physio-
logical speculations of iatromcchanics, see Gretchen FINNEY, 'Fcar of Excrcising the lungs 
related to Iatro-Mechanics 1675-1750', Bullelin o.llhe HistOly o.l Medicine, 45 (1971), pp. 345-
352. 
6~ PORTER, HislOly, p. 160. 
70 CANGUILHEM, Rationalisl, pp. 93, 96 and PORTER, HistOly, pp. 160-2 respectivcly. Can-
guilhcm also calls thcm 'iatromathematicians'. 
71 PORTER, HiS10ly, p. 162. 
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This broader context of discursive interaction between medicine and 
physics is clearly reflected into the kind of physiological paradigm that Burke 
developed in his theory of the Sublime. Indeed, Burke's scientific rhetoric is 
traceable to physics to the extent that contemporary medicine had already 
been imbued by the mechanical tenets of this field. In other words, Burke's 
physical pattems are all folded within a broader medical discourse already 
enfolded within a wider sphere of philosophical mechanics. 
In an almost exemplary way, this cultural amalgam is perfectly de-
ployed in a medical text, which, comes from the immediate surroundings of 
Burke's life. For a variety of reasons that I will immediately explore, it is fit 
as a model of reference, firstly, because it allows a sufficient elucidation of 
the discursive affiliation of Burke's Sublime to iatromechanics. Secondly, it 
proves a useful yardstick for a satisfactory assessment of the critical series of 
mutations that the Sublime effected to this iatromechanical model, simulta-
neously reshaping the evolution of medicine as a whole. At any rate, the 
medical scope of Christopher Nugent's An Essay on the Hydrophobia 
(1753)72 is simultaneously deeper and wider than the rest of Burke's medical 
sources and, through the doctor himself, it was almost in an exceptional way 
involved in Burke's life during the composition ofhis treatise. 
Christopher Nugent (d. 1775) is not a very well known medical figure. 
In fact, rather irrelevantly, he owes most of his fame to his connection to 
Burke and the famous Literary Club of which he was, along with Samuel 
Johnson and Edmund Burke, one of the nine original members. Profession-
ally, he only wrote this one treatise but in 1765 he became both a licentiate to 
the College of Physicians and a Fellow ofRoyal Society.73 He was implicated 
in Burke's life in two critical ways. First, Nugent took care of Burke during 
the traumatic years when the latter's health was still uncertain, that is, rough-
ly between 1750 and 1752. The utter gratitude and respect of Burke for the 
talents of his doctor are testified in the emotional poem that he later addres-
sed to his benefactor as a dedication in 175274, while the Sublime was still 
being written.75 Secondly, Burke married Nugent's daughter, a woman of 
72 The full tille ofthe book was Christopher NUGENT, An Essay on Ihe Hydrophobia lo whieh is 
prejixed The Case of a Person who was bit by aMad Dog; Had Ihe Hydrophobia; alld was 
happily eured, London, 1753. 
73 For more but generally rather 'thin' information on the life ofChristopher Nugent there is an 
entry in the Dietiollary ofNational Biography, vol. XIV, pp. 704-5. 
74 The following verse is a sufficient testimony of this attachmcnt: 'A youth of Body broke, 
infirm 01' mind, / He gave him all that man can ask or give / Restor'd his Life, and taught him 
how to Live / But what, and when and How this youth shall pay / Must be discuss'd upon a 
Longer day'. There is sorne confusion about the dating of this poem. The problems are rather 
safely solved in Thomas W. COPELAND (ed.), The Correspondenee ofEdmund Burke, )l,SITAr D 
Cambridge and Chicago, lllinois, 1958, p. 115. .:S~ ~(( 
75 The composition of the inquiry can not be confidently dated because it expanded ov r a wideU'/Í.. ~ 
period of time starting from 1747. However, we safely know that it was still in progr a~stll ':?-
~ ~tr I 
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acknowledged merit to which Burke felt a lifelong admiration. The marriage 
took place at the very year when Burke published his aesthetic inquiry, in 
1757. 
Nugent's book is divided in two sections, one giving a detailed docu-
mentary account of the case history of the suffering maid caBed Elizabeth 
Bryant, and another where the principies and mechanisms ofNugent's thera-
peutics regarding poisonous diseases are related. However, Nugent's plan is 
more ambitious: he uses his case as a platform from which he could actively 
take side with a particular camp of medical theory. GeneralIy speaking, Nu-
gent is a clear champion of mechanical medicine.76 However, in trying to 
position himself within the medical environment of his times, Nugent was 
careful to make a series of sharp theoretical distinctions that proved equalIy 
meaningful for Burke's model too. These distinctions, firstly, reflect the 
internal but not insoluble divisions of mechanical medicine itself. In this 
sense, Nugent's medicine focuses on the mechanical movements of the solid 
parts ofthe body at the expense ofHarvey's and Herman Boerhaave's (1668-
1738) hydraulic patterns of fluid movement and hydrostatic balance.77 Sec-
ondly, Nugent defied the explanatory power of contemporary iatrochemistry, 
which approached 'fermentation', the chemical transformations of matter, as 
the core of vital processes. 78 Thirdly, in a rather innovative way, Nugent 
focused on nerve plexuses -simple filaments, fibres or networks of nerves 
as well- assigning to them an increased role in the maintenance of health 
until 1754, still after Burke had convalesced from his illness. See MCLOUGHLlN/BOUL TON 
(eds), p. 185. 
76 The mechanical nature ofNugent's medicine is programmaticaIly expressed in the following 
samplc: 'the body consists of solid libres, which are constantly in exercise and softer fluids that 
are constantly in motion. The structure of an animal fibre is most prominently characterised by 
its elasticity; its Contractions and Dilatations; its being liable to be stimulated into greater and 
quicker Efforts of Contraction and Dilatation; and sometimes into constrictive Spasms'. 
NUGENT, p. 45. See below for a more relined mapping. 
77 For Boerhaave's hydraulics, see PORTER, HistOlY, pp. 124 and 162. Nugent specifically 
attacks this emblematic figure of fluid mechanics and his theory of inflammation. See for exam-
pIe Nugent, pp. 51 ff. Although fluid mechanics was a natural part of iatrophysics, the latter's 
marked emphasis on the geometrical and mcchanical function of muscles and organs frequently 
encouraged an antagonism betwecn those in support of the superior vital importance of thc solid 
and those of the fluid parts of the body. In practice, this divergence by no mean s proved as 
necessarily contradictory. 
78 PORTER, History, pp. 161-2 In principIe as well as in practice, iatrochemistry was not incom-
patible with iatrophysics. Major medical figures managed to combine them. Richard Mead 
(1673-1754), the illustrious physician, for example, and his Mechanical Account ol Poisolls 
(1702) sought to incorporate chemical ideas of fermentation as well as hydraulic ones regarding 
body fluids within his mechanical system. However, Nugent took a more inflexible path and thus 
chose to attack Mead's system and his principIe of 'nervous fluid' in name; see NUGENT, pp. 
124, 130ffand FINNEY, p. 344. 
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and the causation of disease via their complex mechanical motions.79 Nugent 
made such an enthusiastic use of this model, which led him to the extreme 
conclusion that poisonous disease was a nervous disturbance of entirely 
solidist mechanical nature.80 In a strictly thematic sense this focus on the 
nervous system is a radical project: it is coextensive with the rising impor-
tance of the nervous system as the key domain of living functions and mental 
phenomena.8! Physiologically, the precise model of Nugent's mechanical 
nervous vibrations was not original. lt was rather an incomplete version of 
the mechanical speculations already elaborated by the imminent physician 
David Hartley (1705-1757).82 The latter, for the first time, worked out a co-
herent mechanistic theory of mental phenomena, sensations and moral stan-
dards which represented them as concomitants of vibrations of particles in 
the nervous system.83 Likewise, Nugent used both the general vibrational 
mode and the psychological destination of this physical model. Although he 
did not actually focus on Hartley's corpuscular microphysics, this combinato-
rial move rather places him along with Hartley at the forefront of psycho-
physical research of human experience. 
79 According to Nugent, the difference between the diverse constitutional states was assigned to 
different nervous motions. Health, 'the natural and vital action of the Nerves', consists in the 
'natural salutary oscillations' and regular succession of 'contractions and Dilatations'. Disease 
displayed 'excited' and 'irregular' spasms in the solids and was caused by 'spasmodic strictures'. 
See NUGENT, pp. 45-46. 
80 In his solidist mechanical dogmatism, Nugent went so far as to insist that poisonous affect was 
wholly independent of any poisonous substances. Poisonous or maniacal contagion was not 
chemical or hydraulic but dryly mechanical. The main virulent cause was spasmodic, that is a 
mechanical force such as a biting action (hydrophobia) or a puncture of a tendon. lt thus introdu-
ced a gradually transmittable disorder of motion to muscles, organs and nerves, a literal 'tremu-
lous virulence'. See NUGENT, pp. 83,132-152. 
81 William Cullen (1712-1790) -the teacher of the physician John Brown and the surgeon 
William Hunter both of whom 1 will shortly bring into the discussion- although he focused on 
tluids and chemistry, definitively contributed to this thematic shift of emphasis. He thus systema-
tically promoted the 'idea that the nervous system is the source of vitality' and that 'nearly all 
human diseases are diseases of the nerves' and brain. Georges Canguilhem, Ideology and Ra-
lionality in Ihe HistolY oflhe Life SCiences, Cambridge, Mass., 1977, p. 44. 
82 Hartley was the tirst to use the term 'psychology' in its modern sense and in many ways he 
poses as the father of this complex and unified field of human experience. For his immense 
impact on future developments in the institution of the fields of biology, psychology, neurophy-
siology, see Dictionary of Scientific Biography, vol. VI, (New York, 1972), p. 140. Hartley's 
originality lies not in any unprecedented physiological discovery but in the bringing together of 
hitherto unrelated fields. That is, he combined, for the first time, Locke's associationist theories 
of ideas fornmtion, Gay's moral assosiationism, and Newton's physical explanations of sensation 
as derived from the 'Queries' appended in his Oplicks. In this combinatorial sense, his resulting 
physico-psychology ofnervous vibrations was path-breaking. See Scienlific Biography, p. 139. 
83 Hartley also assumed the existence of smaller particles that persisted in the form of smaller 
'vibratuncles' which provided the physical basis for memory. His explanatory principies carne to 
play in the human sciences and biology a role analogous to that of gravitation in the context of 
physics and that ofattraction in the realm ofchemistry. See Scienlijic Biography, pp. 139-40. 
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Upon this very kind of exploration Burke was al so about to embark in 
the more special region of aesthetics. Although Burke consciously avoided 
expanding upon the details of the mechanical debates regarding human 
physiologl4, his Sublime followed most ofNugent's general medical guide-
lines. No doubt, Burke and Nugent share a whole set of principIes. Firstly, 
the Burkean distinction between finer and coarser organs of the body also 
recurs in Nugent.85 Indeed, these finer organs are defined by the fact that they 
are 'immediately subservient to Health and Life'. They are al so dependent 
upon certain noble 'parts of the nervous system', which 'immediately gov-
ern' them through the constant exercise of their regular mechanical mo-
tions.86 Appropriately divided, they are further responsible for the production 
of mental states. Lastly, they are the predominant agents through which a 
disease is finally perceived by the operation of pain and its other relative 
manifestations.87 Secondly, Burke and Nugent share the same principIe of 
symmetrical physiological continuity of body and mind. This continuity was 
also expressed in purely mechanical terms and stipulated that an idea can be a 
stimulating physical cause. IdenticalIy to the way in which we saw fear oper-
ating in Burke88, Nugent declared that an idea roused up from within could 
establish an inverse flow of vibrations from the mind to the body. Thus men-
tal causes could produce bodily behaviours analogous to real diseases caused 
by the very mechanical action of an external material stimulus.89 This affec-
tive mechanical movement is transmitted from particular ideas to their corre-
spondent plexuses of nerves -and thereon to the organs attached to them-, 
according to the rules of pulsation and contiguity.90 
In the same vein, this model of mechanical continuity between minds 
and bodies was extrapolated to the larger area of relationships between hu-
man organisms and the external world. In a rather Newtonian fashion, even 
distant external stimuli, without the palpable intervention of any concrete 
contact, were capable of mechanically transmitting their vibrations, through 
the thin air, straight into the body.91 Yawning, laughing, panic attacks or 
84 BURKE, p. 162, footnote. 
85 This distinction is evident throughout the whole tex!. See for example NUGENT, pp. 66, 77-
78,120,149-50,154-5,160,193-4. 
86 NUGENT, pp. 119-20. 
87 Disease is 'insensible', 'obscure' or 'creeping' and pain clusive or evcn misleading until these 
nobler structures are reached by the virulent spasms firsl conducled by the 'coarser muscular 
parts' and then propagated to the nervcs attached lo the noble viscera. See for example Nugent, 
pp. 66, 78, 119-21 or 154-5, 160, 193-4 and 202. 
88 See p. 11, note 47. 
89 NUG ENT, pp. 61-4, 11 1-2. For example, the obsessive ideas of water, dogs in hydrophobia 
could reproduce Ihe same emotivc behaviour as the real presence of them. Nauseating ideas 
could churn the stomach or glutinous ones water the mouth. 
90 Burke's similar approach has been explaincd in pages 10-11 of the present essay. For Nugenl's 
systcm, see pp. 61-63, 111-12 and 160-1. 
91 This hypothesis and its mechanism are vividly explained in NUGENT, pp. 158-167. 
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hysterics and religious enthusiasm were all spasmodic affections that could 
be 'communicated, at a distance, from one set of animal fibres to another' .92 
Different persons or sources could thus put their convulsions in intercourse 
'like ... two or more distant strings tuned in unison' .93 A 'particular sort of 
stimulus' -corporeal or distant- or 'a particular mode of thinking' -some 
'material stimulus' or some 'affecting thought'- could thus have equal 
rights in exciting such and such a human condition. Most particularly, they 
are the par excellence causes of those morbid conditions related to disorderly 
spasmodic behaviours.94 In the end, just an altack of intense fear could pro-
duce small-pox.95 
This model of universal mechanical intercourse between minds, bod-
ies and the external world Nugent actually derived it from his general theory 
of nature. Not accidentally at all, he poses it at the very beginning of his 
system. Moreover, it bears all the marks of an aesthetic view relative to the 
Sublime. For Nugent, therefore, nature as well as life were viewed as perma-
nent states of violence rather than as conditions of Rest, Order, Beauty and 
Usefulness.96 'AII nature vibrates; the inanimate as well as the animate; and it 
is in a constant tenor of pulsation through all its parts' slimulaled as it is by 
different orders of stimulants and agents of motion.97 That which violates and 
suspends the programmed operation of matter and sets it in a compulsive 
motion is the violence of the primal power, of 'the great over-ruling First 
Cause' .98 In Burkean terms, this cause -reified in 'the general economy of 
the materi'll world'- owns all the prototypical properties of a sublime sour-
ce/object. It forces malter to transgress itself and lo work 'in spite of its own 
nature' .99 Similarly, life is also Sublime: it is the embodiment of compulsive 
motion, the very definition of this coercive violence and incessant exercise 
characterising the Sublime: 
In the animal oeconomy, there is not perhaps afibre that is just in the position 
it would assume, were it at Iiberty to change: they are always kept upon the 
stretch; always beyond their natural point of rest lOO 
92 NUGENT, pp. 163-4. 
93 NUGENT, p. 163. 
94NUGENT,pp.165-7. 
95 NUGENT, p. 47,167. 
96 NUGENT, p. 43. 
97 NUGENT, p. 42. 
98 NUGENT, p. 44. The diseussion of God, powcr and coereion as lIie par excellence Sublime 
sources providing a multiplicity ofSublimc objccts is found in 8urke's chaptcr 'Powcr', pp. 107-
13. 
99 NUGENT, p. 43. 
100 NUGENT, p. 44. 
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Likewise, Burke presupposed that the primal state of human nature 
was a pallid indifference from which the stimulation of pain -and even that 
of lhe lowest and thus unhealthy type, of pleasure that is, -is capable of 
animating. lO) 
As a conclusion, Burke, together with his mechanical model, he was 
actually inheriting from iatrophysics an expansive paradigm of natural inter-
actions and a causal syslem of mechanical synergy between causal objects 
and affected subjects undercutting the entirety of Sublime cosmos. To be 
sure, in Nugent, Burke could have actually found an archetypal, though in-
complele, Sublime aesthetic undercutting the philosophy of nature. Still more 
complexly: of clearly Newtonian derivation. )02 Relatively speªking, Burke 
eventually made limited use of this grand system. Indeed, Nugent, taking 
stock of contemporary physiological discourse, wrote paradoxically a great 
deal more on the nature of the production of mental affections and passions 
in a treatise about poisonous disease than Burke in his ambitious medical 
inquiry on aesthetics. lndeed, in Nugent the problem of the creation, produc-
tion and function of aesthetic ideas was mechanically sol ved in ways some-
times much more analytical tban Burke attempted to do. However, Burke's 
Sublime proved a suitably active agent in receiving and handling these ideas. 
In effect, the comparatively limited use of the technical or representational 
schemes available to Burke by Nugent's text was compensated by the impor-
tan ce of the 1l10difications that Burke effected to some of the concepts that he 
finally put to use. 
The principIe of pain, the bio-political economy of excess: 
the epistemological reformatting of medicine and the sublime 
aesthetics. Conclusions 
The comparative reading of Nugent and Burke also brings to the sur-
face a set of critical conceptual ruptures that validate the paradigmatic sig-
nificance of lhe Sublime. 
Firstly, despite Nugent's general contention that life is a state of vio-
lence, his medicine was still under the influence of the moderate economic 
models of Neo-Hippocraticism. As a result, Nugent was not ready to face the 
implications of his conceptualisation of nature as a turbulent contradiction. 
Itlt BURKE, pp. 81-83. 
1lI2 Nugent"s aesthctic 01' cosmos as a pcrverted motion always violating the normality of a simple 
straight line or a calm rest was opcnly founded upon Ncwton's physies and his research inmatter 
and especially ligh!. Scc Nugcnt, p. 43, footnote. Likcwise, Burke himsclf calls Newton to his 
support although he docs nol frequently hesitate to criticise him. For an example of direct use of 
Newton's Oplics and a strong criticism to Newton's theory of elastic aether, see BURKE, pp. 
178 and 159 rcspcctivcly. 
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On the contrary, he constructed a system of health and organic sustainability 
based on a fixed model of low nervous motion. I03 The restoration or rather 
the descent to this prearranged state of regular motion, was the basic thera-
peutic task of Nugent's medicine for a disease thal was slill viewed as basi-
cally plethoric. I04 Therefore, as a worthy heir of Hippocralic therapeutics, he 
prescribed -though very cautiously and with certain new qualifications-
traditional methods of minimisation of tension, such as blood-letting. IOS For 
Nugent, an orthodox iatrophysicist, the morbid Iheorisalion of excess was 
conceptually predictable. As Finney has shown, the pathological nature of 
excess was a persistent axiom of mechanical medicine as a whole thus con-
tinuing the deep-seated preconceptions of ancient medicine. lOó Secondly, 
Nugent and Burke strongly differed in Ihe elaboration of the notion of pain. 
Nugent degraded it to the state of a negative hindrance, and a misleading or 
elusive symptom. In Nugent, it features as a belaled manifestation of declin-
ing health and as an almost irrelevant by-product of disease, thus expelled lo 
the outer limits of diagnosis.I07 
Burke's historical contribution consists in pushing the boundaries of 
Nugent's conceptual definitions of health, disease and pain. That is, in pro-
ducing an excess discourse out of the latter's medicine, in creating a di s-
course q{ the Sublime in Peter De Bolla's sen se ralher than an analytical 
description of it. I08 Accordingly, Burke overturned Nugenl's therapeutic 
prescriptions. In this manner, nothing could have be en further away from 
103 Throughout the book, the causes of Ihe diverse diseases Nugenl refers to were unchangeably 
'stimulating' or 'violen!' and 'excessive'. The Iherapeulie aims were accordingly related lo 
'allaying', 'quieting' or 're\easing' spasms and lensions. See, lor example, NUGENT, pp. 85 and 
88. 
104 Nugent developed a sophisticated set of prescriptions that were all based on a dislinclion 
between phlogistic (inflammatory) problems and spasmodic oncs. Bolh Iherapculic instruetions, 
the anti-phlogistic and Ihe anti-spasmodic ones, were founded on Ihc samc assumption of a 
plethoric and excessive disturbance Ihal should be counlered by an allaying inlcrvcnlion of cilher 
morbid molion in the case of spasmodic diseases or of morbid dryness in Ihe case of inflaml11a-
tions. See NUGENT, pp. 30ffand 85ff. 
105 Nugent, as evcn many other physicians of orlhodox Hippocratic denominalion belore him, 
Iried to carefully refine the use of bloodletting. To this eflccl, Nugcnt mude somc polemical 
suggestions as to the right timing and the degree of the application of bloodletting with regard lo 
the progress and nature of disease. However critical he mayal timcs appear, he never disputed 
the overall expediency of the practice, whieh he actually soughl to 'modernise' rather than 
defeat. See NUGENT, pp. 89ff. 
106 Finney's special foeus is the diseases of lungs. However, in devcloping his argument, he 
frequently brings forlh general axioms and altitudes which, on Ihe one hand, provcd dccisive for 
the development of mechanical medicine and, on Ihe olher, reaftirm this negalive perception of 
strain, excess and pain. FINNEY, pp. 341-2, 354-55, 360-6. 
107 See footnote 86. 
108 This integral property of the Sublime to be transformed from a discourse 01/ the Sublime into 
a discourse ofthe Sublime, from an analysis of the experience inlo the analysed expcriencc itsclf 
has be en one of the main axis of Oc Bolla's argument. For a representalive referenee to il, sec 
Peter DE BOLLA, Discoll/'se, pp. 12-13. 
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Burke's aesthetic physiology of health than Nugent's perception of it. By 
carefully allocating certain safety valves, Burke developed an unashamedly 
positive system of excess and ever-expanding tension, both liminally verging 
on a culturally productive pain. In Nugent's terms, Burke elaborated an anti-
physician's system of 'controlled contagion'. Pain as modulated by the Sub-
lime was now transfonned into a guarantor of personal health, viewed as it 
was as a natural extension of an altogether labouring nature. Sublime pain 
became a natural way of pressing forward the inherent violence of life up to a 
certain point of surplus pulsations, now enacted as healthy. Therefore, for 
Burke, health is marked not as a return to an original state of harmony won 
over the receding danger of pain. Quite the reverse: health was now seen as a 
continuous progression to that indefinitely proceeding line that verges on 
pain itself. Whereas for Nugent, pain was the doomed end of a degenerative 
process, Burke resituates it on that delicate line, which simultaneously opti-
mises health and encounters disease. 
Sublime's theory of pain as a rewarding activity and its economical 
shift of emphasis from moderation to excess were reverbarating events of 
intense cultural significance. I09 They signal a general change both in our 
modern philosophical relation to life and in the state of medicine, as wel1. 11o 
Especially for the lalter the positive re-evaluation of pain forwarded by the 
Sublime proved very fruitful. Although pain had already started acquiring an 
upgraded biological value as an alarm signal within the medical profession 
itselflll , the Sublime's feat was that it managed to articulate this change in a 
solid manner and, additionally, so relevant to medicine. At the same time, the 
Sublime set the cultural conditions for this change's most widespread dis-
semination. In this sen se, however heavily the Sublime drew on medicine, it 
was equally fed back into medical thoughl. lt decisively contributed to the 
drastic reformatting of medical theory during the final decades of the eight-
eenth century as well as to its own transformation. In this respect, the medical 
ideology of the Scottish physician, John Brown (1735-1788) provides per-
'"" Thc Enlightcnmcnt prc-cmptcd a radical shitl away from pain's theological and negative 
cvaluations. For a comprehcnsivc historical account ofthc mcdical, scientific and cultural uses of 
the conccpt of pain and the major thcoretical changes involved in our modem medical perception 
01' it, scc Roy PORTER, 'Pain and Suffcring' in Roy PORTER and W. F. BYNUM (eds), Com-
panion Encyc/opedia o/Ihe /-lislOIy o/Medicine, London, 1993, pp. 1574-1591. 
"" lt is impossiblc to dissociate the modern positive mutation in the concept 01' pain effectcd 
from the paralld changcs in the perccption and scicntitie use of dcath and disease as conccptual 
foundation stones of modernity. Howevcr, a gcneral analysis 01' this widcr eontext so relevant to 
our own pcrception 01' life -at least until vcry reecnlly- falls bencath Ihe scope of this papcr. 
'" It was mcchanicalmcdicine itsclf thal historically iniliatcd Ihe rcconsidcring of pain's age-old 
imagc as adivine punishmcnt. Thc ncrvous anatomy of Ihe Englightcnmenl and Ihc mcchanical 
rcscarches inlo the ncrvous syslem of Ihc mosl illustrious rcprescntatives of iatrophysics playcd a 
major role in this embryonic but still signitieant rc-cvaluation. PORTER, 'Pain' in Encyc/opedia, 
pp. 1580-1. 
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haps the most convincing case -mostly owing to its chronological priority 
and degree of systematisation. 112 
Brown's system was first ventilated in his pioneering book Elementa 
Medicinae (Elements oI Medicine), written in Latin and eventually published 
in 1780, twenty-three years after Burke's treatise. 113 lt immediately became 
all the rage and won myriads of devotees across Europe who were justly 
called Brunonians. 114 Brown' s theory of disease was based on a quantitative, 
simple model of decreased or increased life excitement. 115 Healthy excite-
ment, life in its normal vital actions, was the delicate result of a special rela-
tionship: it was germane to the exclusive pre-condition that the consumable 
nervous excitability of the human body interfaced with external stimulating 
excitation. As a result, diseases were viewed as states of either over -or 
under-stimulated bodies. Indeed, central to Brown's theory, which shares a 
diversity of radically new conceptual themes with modern medicine, was his 
principie that life was dependent on stimulation, that it is a 'forced state,.116 
Nugent's vague idea of a violent nature was now properly faced and critically 
redefined to mean that life wholly depended on the invigorating interruption 
of external stimuli: 
Life is not a natural but a forced state. At every moment living things are 
moving toward destmction. They preserve themselves only with difficulty, for 
little time and with the help of foreign powers, and in the end they die by 
succumbing to fatal necessity ... Will we forget the fundamental principIe of 
112 For tbe use of tbe term 'scientific ideology' and its vital relation to scicntific thOllght, scc 
Georges CANGUILHEM, 'Scientific and Mcdical Ideologies in the Ninetecnth Centllry' in 
/de%gy, pp. 27-40. 
113 For the purposes of this tbesis, 1 used the English translation 01' 1788, Jolm Brown, rile Ele-
menls of Medicine; al' a lronslalion o(tile Elemenla Medicinoe Bnlllanis (London, 1788). 
114 The success of Brown 's medical revollltion is multiply explicable. lt has rightly been seen 
firstly as a close parallel to a general cultural shift in the physio-econol11ical approach to life 
related to ROl11anticism; and, secondly, as gerl11ane to the cffcctive therapeutic and mcthodologi-
cal simplification of medical theory and practice that it effccted. See Georges CANGUILHEM, 
'John Brown's Systel11: An Example ofMedicalldeology' in CANGUILHEM, Ide%gy, pp. 44 
and 41-3; Guenter B. RISSE, 'The Quest for Certainty in Medicine: Jolm Brown's System of 
Medicine in France', Bulletin oflile HislOly o(Medicine, 45 (1970), pp. 1-2. 
115 For a comprehensive summation of the basic principIes of Brown's medical theory as a 
whole, see CANGUILHEM, 'Jolm Brown' in Ideology, pp. 41-50; Rissc, pp. 2 and 5-7. For a 
first hand communication with thc basic tenets of Brown's thcory, sec Jolm BROWN, Elell1enls, 
pp. 1-37 and 50-59. Hcre, Brown's doctrines ofnervous excitability and steady excitation as thc 
keys of life, of his pathological monism, of the fundamcntal idcntity of hcalth and discasc and 
that of life and death and their differentiation in cconomical and nU111crical tcrms across a l11at-
hematical scale, are all graphically explaincd. 
116 Despite the theory's irretrievable crudeness, its modernising characteristics and its relations 
with Xavier Bichat (1771-1802) wcre frequently discussed. See CANGUILHEM, '.101m Brown' 
in Idea/agy, pp. 46-47; RISSE, pp. 1-2. 
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this doctrine, which establishes thal we are nothing by ourselves and are 
wholly subordinate to extreme powers?117 
This radical break is retlected on a significant shift in the applied ter-
minology.llx Undeniably, wilh Brown's theory of 'excitability' rather than 
the older Hallerian 'irritability' '[a]nimation was hence to be understood as 
the product of extemal stimuli acting on an organised body' .119 Just as Lyo-
tard thought that the fundamental contribution of the Sublime was the shift of 
interest from the isolated artwork to the stimulant intercourse of the viewing 
experience l20, so Brown shifted the focus of medicine. From the static inter-
nal rules of the organism now attention was paid to its dynamic patterns of 
active interaction with the external world whose stimulating powers held the 
keys for life's precarious existence. 
Likewise, Brown's medicine rearranged the nature and causality of 
disease and promoted an aggressive therapeutic intervention. In doing so, he 
overturned the persistent 'plethoric' perception of disease as the unnatural 
concomitant of excess, a perception endemic to traditional medicine from 
antiquity onwards. 121 lndeed, Brown insisted that most diseases, ninety seven 
per cent of them, were now asthenic. 122 That is, di seas e was predominantly 
due to a failure to maintain a steady and forceful level of stimulation that led 
to direct asthenic debility.123 On the other hand, sthenic diseases were a piti-
117 Quoted in Canguilhem, 'Jolm Brown' in Ide%gy, p. 46. Identieal claims, equally program-
matic, are made throughout Brown's book. Hence 'death takes place from nothing positive, bul 
from the negation of lhe only means by which lite is supporled; which are the several exciting or 
stimulant powcrs, now fully explained'. See BROWN, E/emenls, p. 28 and again p. 59. 
,,~ Traditionally thc property 01' the tibres to contract to external stimuli was designated by 
Albrcchl von Haller's (1708-1777) lerm 'irritabilily'. Haller saw il as an unalterably inherenl 
qualily 01' Ihe fibres 01' the muscles largcly indepcndcnt of external stimulation, just controlling 
scnsibilily and molion. The ttlCI lhal Brown assigned to it a dislinctly fuller role is retlectcd to 
lhe new tcrm 'excitabilily' lhat he introdueed. See Porter, /-lisIOI)I, pp. 165-6, and for a clear firsl 
hand dislinction Brown, E/elllellls, p. 28, footnote e. 
"" PORTER, !-lisIOIJI, pp. 165-6. 
120 Sce foolnote 7. 
121 Brown traces this plelhoric approach from its Hippocratic origins all the way through to 
Sydcnham and his conlemporaries. For millcnia, 'the samcness of Ihe method of cure of diseases 
alllong physicians' was obvious 'however different lheir lheories and syslems were'. John 
BROWN, Observaliolls 011 Ihe Prillcip/es oflhe O/d Syslelll ofPhysic, Edinburgh, 1787, pp. lxi-
Ixxviii. 
122 Jolm Brown, Physic, pp. Ixvi-Ixvii. To be sure, the predominant category of disease in Brown 
ensucs ti'om a deticiency in slimulation. Morcover, usthenic dispositions (diathesis) that more 
easily Icad to aslhcnic diseascs count for thc 85% per eenl of lhe cases. See BROWN, E/ements, 
p. 61, foolnolc y. The same, almosl exclusive, prioritisalion of debilitating diseases in Brown's 
work was righlly isolaled by the tlllllOUS historian of medicine Charles Daremberg in so graphi-
cally summarising lhe physician's therapcutic intcrventions. Sec CANGUILHEM, 'John Brown' 
in Ide%gy, p. 49, footnole 11. 
12) Dircclly aSlhcnic diseases followed whcn due lo languor und inaction 'enough of stimulus has 
not bccn applied' and thus lhc cxcitabilily of thc orgunism as a whole has bcen 'nol well enough 
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fui minority of universal diseases, directly caused by cumulative and disrup-
tive excessive excitement. 124 Similarly, at the level of therapeutics, traditional 
models of Hippocratic medicine prescribed sedative and cathartic therapeutic 
strategies. Hence, the indiscriminate popularity and the permanent applica-
tion of bleeding, clysters or cold baths. 125 Quite contrarily, Brown devised a 
therapeutic approach almost entirely based on the renewal of vigorous exter-
nal stimulation, strengthening diet and supplying various stimulants such as 
laudanum or wine. 126 Overall, where Burke used the vigorous stimulant ofthe 
idea of pain as an optimising device, Brown similarly raised increasing vital 
stimulation into the blueprint of life and the par excellence therapeutic strat-
egy of what he perceived the vast majority of known diseases. To put it in a 
nutsheIl, where the constellation of Neo-classicism, Nugent and Hippocratic 
medicine relied upon the Aristotelian notion of elevation through the mini-
malising promises of catharsis, Brown and the Burkean Sublime promised 
the modern expanses of maximal intensification. 127 The originally anti-
medical conceptualisation of life that the Sublime articulated eventuaIly re-
emerged in mainstream medical thought and shaped its future. From the 
Burkean Sublime onwards, the positive re-definitions of pain in medicine 
accumulated under the pressure of the researches in nervous communication, 
nervous structures. Pain was thus rendered a focal point for medical interven-
tion, and, eventually, a ruling principie in the quest for a positive theory of 
life. 128 Later cases of such a re-emergence of the Sublime within a medical 
context that almost acquire a paradigmatic significance are certainly found in 
the illustrious figures of William Hunter (1718-1783) and Charles BeIl 
(1774-1842). The modernising medical achievements of both and their aes-
sustained, not well enough exercised'. John Brown, Elemellls, pp. 7 and 29. However, Brown's 
conceptual classification of diseases is more complicated than it cursorily scems. For cxample, 
he devised an eqllally debilitating state -what he called 'indireclly aslhenic' diseases- which 
he thought as the morbid olltcome oí' a specific kind of over-cxcitalion. See following footnolc. 
124 For the division of diseases, see Jol1l1 BROWN, Elemellls, pp. 52ff. Espccially for the malhe-
matical definitions of sthenic and aslhcnic discases and the way in which they quite disorderly 
altemate each other across Brown's nllmerical grid, sce ibid., pp. 26-28 and 56-58. 
125 A briefbut scathing 'account oflhe old method of cure' is given in Jol1l1 BROWN, Physic, pp. 
lxi-lxvii. 
126 RISSE, p. 5. For anecdotal examples of Brunonian therapeutic intervcnlion, see John Brown, 
Elemellts, pp. 10-13, 20-21 and 286fT. In Brown, the only place kepl for the tradilional therapell-
tic methods was the management of sthenic diseases. The laller were the only oncs approprialcly 
admitting of evacllations and tension removal. 
127 LYOTARD, 'Sublime', pp. 40, 42-43. 
128 The culmination of this process is epitomised in FOllcalllt's analysis of pathological anatomy 
and the notion of death as pivotal for the formalion of modern medicinc and lhc philosophy of 
modemity. See Michel FOUCAULT, rhe Birlh o/Ihe Clillic, London, 1997 [1963], pp. 124-199. 
Moreover, today the growing medical imperative for pain control as opposcd to its minimal role 
in traditional medicine runs parallcl -as if a discursivc sidc cffect or a compensatory mccha-
nism- to pain's increasing and almost unpreccdented cultural currency. 
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thetic approaches to art frequently developed on the common conceptual 
grounds first consolidated by the Burkean Sublime. 129 
However, as the conceptual exchanges between Nugent, Burke and 
Brown show, in this transmigration of discursive formations, perceptions did 
not travel intact, namely as a result of a replication. Brown and Burke, almost 
like the latter and Nugent, drastically diverged on many issues. 130 Quite justi-
fiably so, as a result of their differently constructed professional and discur-
sive fields which dictated divergent degrees of responsibility, different 
standards of assessing effectiveness and altered sites of technical application. 
The practical therapeutic focus of NlIgent's or Brown's medical physiology 
cannot be homogenised with the explanatory aims of Burke's a~sthetics. For 
the latter physiology and therapeutics were interpretative tools rather than the 
very field of discursive and actual practice. lndeed, Burke, in the process of 
'copying' his immediate medical context, as Nugent's case proved, perverted 
it with a multiplicity of modernising 'errors'. These were not abortive 'er-
rors': they re-emerged further mulated in later medical perspectives such as 
Brown's. They thus contributed lo the modernising restructuring of medicine 
and evenlllally radicalised the fllture of art theory as a whole. The Burkean 
Sublime actually iniliated an unprecedented productive interface between 
medicine and art theory for which pain and excess proved lo be Ihe resilient 
foundation. In the end, it set a whole new example for art Iheory that pro ved 
exlremely meaningflll for the future. The concrete anthropological ideologies 
IN Willium Hunter's subscription to Burke's Sublimc is epitomised in his ovcrall advocacy of 
thc virtucs of painful slimulation. Thc lattcr was recommcnded both as a criterion for the choice 
of artistic subjccts and for the manner 01' thcir artistic exccution. See Martin KEMP, William 
HUI//er al/he Royal Academy alAr/s, Glasgow, 1975, pp. 39-40. Correspondingly, Sir Charles 
Bell a pioncer in mcdieal und neura( rcsearch and a charismatic teacher of artistic anatomy and 
artistic disscction extended the value 01' pain to opcrate as a crucial formative factor of cons-
ciousncss and the intcllect. See Charlcs BELL, T/¡e Ana/ollly and P/¡i/osop/¡y o/ Expression as 
COl/llec/ed wi//¡ //¡efille ar/s, London, 1883 [7'h edition, rcvised). 
130 As a mcasurc 01' Burkc's 'extremism' it is enough to add that even in the context of Brown's 
radical mcdicinc, Burkc's intcrprctation 01' the physiological expcdiency 01' pain as wcll as his 
cagcrness to dctine it as a pass ion indepcndcnt of and superior to pleasurc were not shared at all. 
Sec Brown, Elemell/s, p. 306. Lastly, Burke's treatment of the nervous system was countered by 
an cxccssivc watchfulness in Brown that led him to upset his entire lherapeulic models when he 
ü¡ccd the disturbanccs 01' lhe ncrvous systcm. He thus prescribed diminution of mental exertion 
whercon he had recommcndcd rcnewed stimulation (indirect asthenias). Most surprisingly he 
warned against lorecful passions whcrc he had previously prescribcd intensifying stimulation 
(direct debilitics). Thus Brown, laithful to Nco-classicism when it ca me down to the acstheties of 
cxpcricnee, unswervingly prcscribed lor all mental disturbanccs the antidotes of 'joy', 'happi-
ncss' and the 'pleasurablc fecling arising from a happy train or Ilow of thinking' (303-7). Like-
wise, the conlractions, eonvulsions and spasmodie disturbances of muscular fibres that Burke 
saw as agenls 01' power, Brown vicwcd thcm as results 01' enfecblemcnt and signs 01' deficicncy 
(47-48). EquaIly differing from Nugent that saw them as manifestations of morbid excess, 
Brown treated them as indircct debilities that far from increasing the functions due to their 
'cnereased int1ux of ... nervous power', thcy consume and diminish them (55). 
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that impregnated art theory and applied critical discourse throughout the 
nineteenth century here find one the earliest and perhaps one of their most 
reliable points of genealogical reference. In all these senses, the examination 
of the Burkean Sublime is paradigmatically revealing. It shows the broad 
extent to which the dissemination of its concepts into neighbouring areas was 
carried as well as the complex transformations in volved in this process 
-both for itself and the areas concemed. 
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